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Case report

Granular dot-like staining with MLH1 immunohistochemistry is a clone-
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A B S T R A C T

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) for DNA mismatch repair proteins MLH1, PMS2, MSH2, and MSH6 is used for
microsatellite instability (MSI) screening in colorectal carcinoma (CRC) and endometrial carcinoma (EC). Loss of
PMS2, with retained MLH1 staining occurs in germline mutations of PMS2 gene, and is an indication for genetic
testing. We report a pitfall of immunohistochemical interpretation in an EC, initially regarded as MLH1-positive
and PMS2-negative. Review of the MLH1-IHC (M1-clone) revealed a granular, dot-like, nuclear staining. On
repeating the MLH1-IHC with a different clone (ES05-clone), complete negativity was noted, and on molecular
testing, MLH1 promotor methylation was detected. The dot-like pattern was therefore adjudged a clone-de-
pendent artefact. On reviewing the archived MLH1-IHC slides, we observed the same dot-like pattern in two
CRCs; in both cases the M1-clone had been used. Awareness of this artefact may prevent reporting errors, and
unnecessary referrals for germline mutation testing.

1. Introduction

The DNA mismatch repair (MMR) complex comprises the proteins
MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2, which exist as functional heterodimers
MLH1/PMS2 and MSH2/MSH6 [1]. Inactivation of the MMR genes
allows the accumulation of replication errors within the short nucleo-
tide repeat sequences known as microsatellites, thereby giving rise to
microsatellite instability (MSI) [1,2].

MSI resulting from heterozygous germline mutations of the MMR
genes causes Lynch syndrome (LS), which predisposes affected in-
dividuals to cancers of several sites, most notably, colorectal carcinoma
(CRC) and endometrial carcinoma (EC) [3]. On the other hand, MLH1
promoter inactivation by hyper-methylation at specific CpG sites leads
to sporadic MSI, which can also be associated with CRCs and ECs [4].

MMR deficient ECs and CRCs occurring in LS are known to have a
better prognosis and response to chemotherapy than MMR proficient
ECs and CRCs [5]. Detection of LS also enables counselling and sur-
veillance for patients and their family members [2]. Universal testing
for MSI of newly diagnosed CRCs and ECs has therefore been

recommended [6,7].
The gold-standard for MSI detection is polymerase chain reaction

(PCR)-based amplification of the specific microsatellite repeats, and
immunohistochemistry (IHC) for the MMR proteins offers an efficient
yet economical screening tool for MSI [2,7]. On IHC, loss of both MLH1
and PMS2 staining is seen if MLH1 gene is inactivated, whereas loss of
both MSH2 and MSH6 staining is seen in case of inactivation of MSH2
gene [8]. This is because PMS2 and MSH6 proteins cannot exist stably
in the absence of their respective obligatory partners, MLH1 and MSH2.
Inactivation of PMS2 and MSH6 genes however, lead to isolated loss of
PMS2 and MSH6 staining respectively [8]. For MLH1/PMS2-deficient
tumours, recent guidelines mandate MLH1 promoter methylation or
BRAF exon 15 mutation analysis, to exclude sporadic MSI [2].

The MMR-IHC thus helps us determine the subsequent investiga-
tions [2]. Accurate interpretation of MLH1-IHC is crucial to avoid
misdiagnoses of isolated PMS2 deficiency, and inappropriate mutation
analysis. Here, we report a clone-dependent artefactual staining pattern
of MLH1, which is a pitfall of immunohistochemical interpretation.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Index case

An endometrial biopsy, diagnosed as endometrioid EC (grade 1),
originally reported as isolated loss of PMS2 staining, was sent to the
department of Pathology, Erasmus MC, for a second opinion regarding
the MMR-IHC. MLH1-IHC had been originally performed with the M1-
clone, ready-to-use mouse monoclonal antibody (Ventana Medical
Systems, Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany).

On reviewing the MLH1-IHC slide, a granular, dot-like staining
pattern in the nuclei of the tumor cells was noted. We repeated MLH1-
IHC using the ES05-clone (NCL-L-MLH1, Leica Biosystems Newcastle,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK). The tumour showed no MLH1 expression
(Fig. 1). For confirmation of the MSI-status, Pentaplex PCR with a panel
comprising NR-21, BAT-25, BAT-26, NR-24 and Mono-27 was per-
formed. To determine whether the MSI was sporadic, MLH1 promoter
methylation analysis was performed by Methylation-Specific Multiplex
Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification (MS-MLPA, MRC Holland,
ME011 kit), using normal reference DNA as control (Fig. 2).

2.2. Review of archived MMR IHC slides

The index case prompted us to review the MMR-IHC slides from the
departmental archive, to investigate the frequency of this dot-like
staining, as the M1-clone was previously in use in our Pathology la-
boratory.

Between January 2014 and February 2015, the M1-clone was in use.
We reviewed MLH1 and PMS2 slides of cases reported as MLH1-nega-
tive in this period. Since March 2015, our laboratory uses the ES05-
clone. For this clone, we reviewed the MLH1 and PMS2 slides of cases
reported as MLH1-negative between March 2015 and February 2016. In
addition, for both clones, we reviewed a set of randomly selected
MLH1-positive cases, to detect any false-positives. Staining protocols
for both clones are detailed in Table 1.

3. Results

3.1. Index case

The granular, dot-like staining with MLH1-IHC in the nuclei of the
tumor cells was clearly distinct from the homogenous staining in the
internal control, i.e. nuclei of the lymphocytes and fibroblasts. This
pattern was not noted with the ES05-clone. In this case, the nuclei of
tumour cells were completely negative, whereas the nuclei of lym-
phocytes and fibroblasts showed strong, homogenous staining (Fig. 1).

In view of the lack of staining with both MLH1 and PMS2 on repeat
IHC, the index case was diagnosed as harbouring an MSI. This was
confirmed with the detection of an MSI-phenotype on Pentaplex PCR.
MS-MLPA analysis showed hypermethylation of the MLH1 promotor
region in the tumor cells, indicating a sporadic MSI, and ruling out LS
(Fig. 2).

The granular, dot-like staining pattern was therefore adjudged an
M1-clone-dependent artefact.

3.2. Review of archived MLH1 slides

M1-clone: Forty-eight cases had been reported as MLH1-negative,
which comprised 41 CRCs, 5 ECs, 1 ovarian carcinoma, and 1 duodenal
adenocarcinoma. The slides could be retrieved and reviewed for 79%
(38/48) of these (Table 2). In 2 CRCs, the same granular, dot-like nu-
clear staining pattern of MLH1 was noted; PMS2 was negative in both
(Fig. 3). Both cases showed an MSI phenotype on Pentaplex PCR, and
detection of MLH1 promotor hypermethylation on MS-MLPA analysis
indicated a sporadic MSI.

The remaining cases were completely negative for both MLH1 and
PMS2.

ES05-clone: Forty-nine cases had been reported as MLH1-negative,
comprising 45 CRCs, 2 ECs, 1 ovarian carcinoma, and 1 breast carci-
noma. The slides could be retrieved and reviewed for 69% (34/49), and
all of these were completely negative for both MLH1 and PMS2
(Table 2).

Fig. 1. Histology and MMR immunohistochemistry of the index case of endometrial carcinoma. (A) Haematoxylin-eosin (HE) stained section shows a grade 1
endometrioid type endometrial carcinoma (original magnification 100x; scale bar: 800 μm). (B) Granular, dot-like nuclear MLH1 staining, using the M1-clone
(original magnification 50x; scale bar: 1000 μm). (C) Complete lack of nuclear staining with PMS2 (original magnification 50x; scale bar: 1000 μm). (D) The dot-like
nuclear MLH1 staining pattern can be better appreciated under higher magnification (original magnification 200x; scale bar: 400 μm). (E) Loss of nuclear expression
of MLH1 on repeating MLH1 immunohistochemistry with the ES05-clone (original magnification 200x; scale bar: 400 μm).
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None of the randomly selected MLH1-positive tumours (M1-clone:
n=157, ES05-clone: n= 157) showed the similar dot-like pattern. All
of these showed strong, homogeneous nuclear staining for both MLH1
and PMS2.

4. Discussion

The granular dot-like aberrant staining pattern with MLH1-IHC may
be misinterpreted as positive staining, particularly under low magnifi-
cation. Negative staining with PMS2 in such cases can prompt a

Fig. 2. Methylation-Specific Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification (MS-MPLA) analysis of the index case of endometrial carcinoma shows methylation
peaks, indicating the presence of a methylated MLH1 promotor region.

Table 1
Staining protocol followed for MLH1 immunohistochemistry.

Clone Dilution Manufacturer Heat induced antigen
retrieval

Incubation Visualation kit

M1 Ready to use 790-4535/Ventana-Roche CC1, 32 minutes at 97ᵒC 16 minutes at 36 °C Optiview DAB KIT
ES05 1:75 NCL-L-MLH-1/ Leica-

Novocastra
CC1, 48 minutes at 100 °C 60 minutes at 37 °C, followed by Optiview amplification for 4

minutes
Optiview DAB KIT

Table 2
Review of the archived MLH-1 immunohistochemistry (IHC) slides reported as negative, and the corresponding PMS2 IHC slides.

Clone (n) Lesions (n) Dot-like pattern with MLH1-IHC PMS2-IHC

Present Absent Present Absent

M1 (38) Colorectal carcinoma (32) 2 30 – 32
Endometrial carcinoma (4) – 4 – 4
Duodenal adenocarcinoma (1) – 1 – 1
Ovarian carcinoma (1) – 1 – 1

ES05 (34) Colorectal carcinoma (32) – 32 – 32
Endometrial carcinoma (1) – 1 – 1
Ovarian carcinoma (1) – 1 – 1
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germline mutation analysis for PMS2 gene.
MMR-IHC should be interpreted as positive only when there is an

unequivocally strong nuclear immunoreactivity, with comparable
staining in the internal controls [2]. Loss of MMR protein expression is
characterised by complete absence of staining of one or more MMR
proteins in the nuclei of the tumor cells. A gradient of expression in the
normal crypts, which fades out towards the lumen should be present,
along with strong staining in the stromal fibroblasts and lymphocytes
[2]. Loss of nuclear expression of MMR protein with variable cyto-
plasmic staining, or patchy nuclear expression with strong staining in
the internal controls, should also be interpreted as loss of MMR protein
expression [2].

For MLH1-IHC, Markow et al. described a nucleolar staining pattern
as a potential pitfall [9]. We noted a similar MLH1 staining pattern,
which we described as granular, dot-like, in 3 cases from our series, and
all had been stained with the M1-clone. This aberrant staining was
described in the Nordic Immunohistochemical Quality Control (Nor-
diQC) report, for the M1-clone (Ventana) and the G168-728-clone (Cell
Marquee) [10]. This assessment run ascribed 67% of the insufficient
MLH1-IHC to false-positive nuclear staining, or cytoplasmic/back-
ground staining interfering with interpretation [10]. As per this report,
ES05-clone provided the most sufficient results for MLH1-IHC [10].

Niu et al. recently reported a heterogeneous punctate nuclear
staining with MLH1-IHC in 6 ECs, which had been originally reported
as isolated PMS2-negative [11]. M1-clone had been used for all of these
cases. Similar to our cases, all of them showed complete negativity on
repeating MLH1-IHC with ES05-clone, and MLH1 promotor was me-
thylated [11]. Loughrey et al. reported a similar aberrant MLH1-IHC
pattern with the M1-clone, in 9 of the 16 PMS2-negative CRCs from his
cohort, and 4 of these showed somatic BRAF V600E mutation [12].
Loughrey et al. therefore suggested that the punctate pattern represents
a non-functional MLH1 protein variant with retained antigenicity,
generated due to the somatic mutation [12]. For ECs, Watkins et al.
reported an association of subclonal loss of MLH1 staining (Novocastra,
clone NCL-L-MLH1) with MLH1 promotor methylation [13]. Subclonal
loss was defined as abrupt and complete regional loss of MMR protein
expression with intervening stromal positivity [13]. These associations
deserve further exploration through larger studies.

Nucleolar pattern of staining has also been observed with MSH6-
IHC, in tumors post-neoadjuvant chemo/radiotherapy, using the 44/
BD-clone (BD Transduction Laboratories, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA)
[14]. In these cases, tumor hypoxia or oxidative stress has been im-
plicated to give rise to this aberrant staining [15]. Other aberrant
patterns, e.g. peri-nuclear staining, and extremely patchy staining, has
also been reported for MMR-IHC, and has been majorly ascribed to
technical problems, such as time and duration of fixation, or dec-
alcification [2]. We hypothesize that addition of amplification steps,
and prolongation of the antigen retrieval may increase the occurrence
of nuclear dots.

MMR-IHC is a simple and cost-effective tool for MSI screening, with

a high sensitivity and specificity [2]. Awareness amongst pathologists
of the IHC pitfalls, such as the one we present here, will ensure optimal
utilisation of this tool, and prevent misdirected genetic investigations.
Moreover, the use of a monoclonal anti-MLH1 antibody, which has
been consistently reported as robust can prevent false-positive IHC re-
sults. Even in a large series, artefactual staining patterns are detected in
only a minority of cases; this emphasises the need for regular periodic
external proficiency testing.

5. Conclusion

Granular dot-like MLH1 staining pattern represents an M1-clone
dependent artefact, and should not be misdiagnosed as isolated PMS2-
negative.
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